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PA R T  1

OVERVIEW
The Women in Gaming & Hospitality Australasia Unconscious 
Bias Learning Resource (UBLR) is an online tool designed to build 
knowledge and capability around gender diversity, inclusion and 
equity in the workplace.
The UBLR is designed for use by individuals and organisations 
within the gaming & hospitality related industries.
The UBLR is designed to advance gender intelligence and promote 
and maximise the benefits of a diverse workforce. By creating more 
inclusive and equitable workplaces will create a more inclusive 
industry.
The UBLR provides gender specific knowledge for use in the 
workplace, and everyday life. It also features actionable strategies 
you can take to accelerate your diversity and inclusion knowledge.

How to use the UBLR
The UBLR is intended for use for anyone wishing to increase their 
knowledge on unconscious bias. Within the resource are individual 
learning activities, team activities, opportunities for you to make 
notes, discuss as a group and reflect as an individual.

• Organisations - We encourage you to share this resource widely. Include it 
on the intranet, send out an all staff communication highlighting the importance of 
understanding and increasing awareness around unconscious bias.

• Managers -Please encourage your team complete the UBLR to help create 
a more inclusive workplace. This can be done in an informal manner, or formally 
(KPIs etc). The resource can be used within team meetings, or have an internal 
Human Resources or Diversity and Inclusion staff member  deliver a training 
session using it as a guide.

• Individuals - We encourage you to complete the UBLR at your own pace, 
and if appropriate, send your answers to your manager (there is an option to save 
and send your completed document). Please engage with Women in Gaming 
& Hospitality Australasia on Facebook, Instagram and Linkedin and sign up to 
become a part of the community - it’s free! You will receive exclusive invitations and 
opportunities to develop your career and network with others in the industry. To 
help create a more inclusive workplace, keep the conversation going by sending 
the UBLR to your friends and colleagues.

http://www.wga.org.au/ublr
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PA R T  2

UNCONSCIOUS BIAS
WHAT IS IT?

A bias is a belief or preference for or against 
something. Biases are formed without factual 
basis and are outside our conscious awareness. 
Biases are also shortcuts our brain forms based 
on:

• Our own experiences
• Things other people tell us
• Media portrayals
• Institutional influences
• Other external influences

Experts believe that approximately 90% of our 
decisions are made by our unconscious minds.

Unconscious bias influences our decision-making 
processes whether we are aware of it or not 
and they can have significant influence on our 
attitudes and behaviours. 

Not all biases are bad for example, it’s natural to 
have a preference for your family or your favourite 
sports team.  The issues arise when these biases 
positively or negatively affect someone else or 
creates an unfair advantage or disadvantage for 
others.

The most important learning to understand is that 
we all have biases. 

Check out this video from PwC on blind spots 
and keep in mind the following:

“Our brains are wired to make assumptions, 
which can sometimes be off base. We think it’s 
an honest mistake; science calls it a blind spot”. 

Video not playing? Click here

http://www.wga.org.au/ublr

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BFcjfqmVah8&feature=youtu.be
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LEARNING ACTIVITY 1

Answer the questions below. You might like to share your answers with your manager or discuss 
them with your colleagues.

What messages did you take from the video?

What messages, if any, in the video surprised you?

Research shows that we all have blind spots, which can lead to snap decisions and judgments. Think 
of an occasion that you have experienced or witnessed in the workplace where blind spots were in 
play. You might have put this down to ‘an honest mistake’ (e.g. you witnessed a customer approach 
a male bartender and female duty manager standing together, and the customer spoke only to the 
male assuming he was more senior).

What could have been have done differently?

http://www.wga.org.au/ublr
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Here’s a challenge for you.
A father and son were involved in a car accident in which the father was killed, and the son 
was seriously injured. The father was pronounced dead at the scene of the accident and his 
body was taken to a local morgue. The son was taken by ambulance to a nearby hospital and 
was immediately wheeled into an emergency operating room. A surgeon was called. Upon 
arrival and seeing the patient, the attending surgeon exclaimed “Oh my God, it’s my son!’
Can you explain this?

The surgeon is the child’s mother

LEARNING ACTIVITY 2

PA R T  3

WHY DOES IT EXIST?
Having biases is part of being human. Our 
brains process 11 million bits of information 
every second (a bit is a measure of information), 
however we can only consciously process 16 to 
40 bits.

Accordingly, for every bit that we’re aware of, our 
brains are dealing with hundreds of thousands 
more in the background. In other words, most of 
the work that our brains do is unconscious. 

For example, as you are reading this resource, 
you are conscious of the words you are reading 
but you are probably not consciously aware 
of the background noises or the colour of the 
floor, even though your brain is subconsciously 
processing this information.

To help us quickly navigate through all the 
information that is presented to us at any given 
moment, our brains look for shortcuts. One way 
to do this is to sort things into categories. So, we 
might categorise a dog as an animal. We might 
also categorise the dog as cuddly or dangerous, 
depending on our experiences or stories we have 
heard.

As a result, our minds wind up clustering different 
concepts together. For example, linking the 
concept of “dog” with a sense of “good” or 
“bad.”

This instant brain processing speeds up thinking 
so we can react more quickly, but it also allows 
unfair biases to emerge.

Unconscious biases develop over the course of 
our lifetime through our own experiences and 
exposure to messages. Those messages can be 
direct, such as when someone makes a sexist or 
racist comment; or they can be indirect, such as 
stereotypes from watching TV, movies or other 
media.

The good news is that we can learn to recognise 
our unconscious biases and consequently be 
more conscious about how we make decisions 
and respond to situations. In doing so we will 
become much more open minded and inclusive. 
From a work perspective, this allow employees 
to feel more engaged and empowered which 
ultimately leads to greater innovation.

http://www.wga.org.au/ublr
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PA R T  4

HOW BIAS CAN IMPACT BUSINESS
Unconscious bias impacts business. It can 
undermine our engagement, ability to innovate, 
and ability to understand our customers. This 
negatively impacts us as individuals and as a 
business.

When we counter bias with inclusive behaviours, 
we increase our ability to:

• Tap into a wider range of perspectives, 
experiences and expertise
• Create and innovate relevant products and 
services for our customers and staff
• Attract and retain high performers and 
improve employee engagement
• Extend a brand by demonstrating 
commitment to diversity and inclusion

Impacts on Engagement
Unconscious biases can result in some 
individuals being underutilised and unable to 
contribute fully.

When we encourage everyone’s contributions, 
employees are more likely to be engaged, 
effective, and contribute to business outcomes. 
This creates a better experience for everyone.

Impacts on Innovation
When bias prevents us from hearing and 
considering diverse points of view, our ability to 
innovate is negatively impacted.

Creating an inclusive environment helps us 
hear multiple points of view and maximise 
our potential to innovate. This leads to better 
products and solutions for customers.

Impacts on Understanding Customers
When we foster an environment where 
employees are empowered to contribute their 
diverse experiences and perspectives, we better 
serve our diverse customers.

A diverse workforce allows for a more considered 
understating of customers’ needs, which 
enhances opportunities to build connections.

Customers pursue and value connections, and 
by providing your customers with a genuine 
and individual experience will ensure your brand 
is held in high regard and in turn create repeat 
business and increase returns.

Impacts on Financial Results
There is a tremendous financial upside to 
appealing to a diverse audience. Diversity 
Council Australia states that an increased gender 
diversity benefits the bottom line though “…
improved financial performance, market share, 
retention, innovation, safety, group performance, 
access to talent, and productivity, as well as 
reduced turnover, meeting regulatory reporting 
requirements and minimising legal risks”

http://www.wga.org.au/ublr
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PA R T  5

BREAKING DOWN STEREOTYPES

S T E R E O T Y P E 
N O U N
Disapproving
D E F I N I T I O N
( C A M B R I D G E  D I C T I O N A R Y )
A set idea that people have about what someone or something is like, especially an idea that is 
wrong.

The tendency to categorise people and objects 
is human nature.  Our brains take in 11 million 
pieces of information per second through our 
senses, but we can only consciously process 40 
of them.

Stereotyping allows our brain to make sense of 
this endless flow of information, but it can lead to 
distorted perceptions and often harmful results.

Biases are often thought of as negative 
perceptions however, having unfounded 
positive biases against people can also lead to 

discrimination. For example, a committee leader 
who subconsciously assumes that people of 
Asian descent are good at maths and finance 
might suggest he/she become treasurer even 
though someone else may be more qualified and 
motivated to undertake the role.

It’s important to remember that everyone holds 
certain biases, and by becoming aware of how 
and why we stereotype can lead to a conscious 
decision to treat others in more open-minded and 
respectful ways.

View this campaign from P&G Always (2014) that has been widely celebrated for breaking 
stereotypes and empowering women.

L A B E L  S T E R E O T Y P E S 
T H AT  I M PA C T  Y O U R 

B I A S E S

Finding out that you have biases against 
certain people can make you feel many 
things, from denial to shame. If you want 
to overcome these biases, however, the 
first step is having the courage to call 
them what they are.

If you have any biases that spring to 
mind, include them here:

LEARNING ACTIVITY 3

Video not playing? Click here

http://www.wga.org.au/ublr

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XjJQBjWYDTs
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PA R T  6

CHALLENGE YOUR STEREOTYPES

What studies or messages in the video surprised you the most? Why?

Have you experienced a time when your mental picture of someone did not match their appearance? 
Have you experienced a time when your mental picture of someone did not match their appearance? 
How/why did you develop that mental picture? How did you handle the disconnect?

What challenges might “fit” present for our ideas of who is a leader?

How does the Gaming & Hospitality Industry influence stereotypes?

How can you challenge or change potential societal stereotypes of who may be right for a role/
profession/career?

LEARNING ACTIVITY 4

V I D E O  A N D 
A C T I V I T Y  O N 
U N C O N S C I O U S 
B I A S

Watch the following video 
from PwC on ‘Overcoming 
Stereotypes’ and keep in 
mind the following:

“Stereotypes can influence 
our perception of who’s the 
“right fit”. They may create 
a road block towards our 
destination.”

Video not playing? Click here

http://www.wga.org.au/ublr

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6_yIevcJCPc&feature=youtu.be
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CHECK YOUR LANGUAGE
Language is an important and powerful tool. 
When used well, it can elicit feelings or emotions 
in others. It can be used to motivate, action, 
direct, explain, enhance and include. But, it can 
also be used to exclude.

When language is used to include, we develop 
a sense of belonging. We can feel valued and 
respected. When it’s used to exclude, we can feel 
disrespected and unwelcome.

Research tells us that organisations with diverse 
teams and inclusive environments can tap into 
a wider range of perspectives, experiences, and 
expertise. This makes teams more creative, more 
innovative, better at problem solving, and better 

able to relate to their customers.

In addition to a marked improvement in financial 
performance, companies committed to inclusive 
cultures see improvements in recruiting and 
retaining talent too.

Words at work matter and we need to be 
aware of the impact that inclusive (or exclusive) 
language can have on our peers, workplace 
culture and industry.

So why does language matter? Check out this 
video from Diversity Council Australia (DCA) on 
‘Words at Work’.

Video not playing? Click here

http://www.wga.org.au/ublr

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-jTt3Vb4FTI&t=18s
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TEAM ACTIVITY 1

PA R T  8

GENDER INCLUSIVE LANGUAGE
It is not unusual to hear the phrase ‘hey, guys’, 
being used to address a group of people. In fact, 
it is one of the most common ways. We use it 
often in everyday conversation without giving 
much thought to its impact.
The English language doesn’t offer many gender-
inclusive alternatives for the plural of ‘you,’. 
The plural term ‘guys’ has evolved into the 
colloquial alternative to refer to a group of people, 
regardless of whether group members are male 
or female.

Although it is not used to offend or intentionally 
exclude, the use of ‘guys’ can and often does 
cause women to feel left out.
Sherryl Kleinman, a former professor at the 
University of North Carolina, discusses in her 
2002 essay Why Sexist Language Matters that 
gender-specific language like ‘guys’ can affect 
even children:

“ I  W O R R Y  A B O U T  W H AT  P E O P L E 
W I T H  T H E  B E S T  O F  I N T E N T I O N S 
A R E  T E A C H I N G  O U R  C H I L D R E N . 
A  C O L L E A G U E ’ S  F I V E - Y E A R - O L D 
D A U G H T E R  R E C E N T LY  L E F T  H E R 
C L A S S R O O M  C R Y I N G  A F T E R  A 
T E A C H E R  S A I D ,  “ W H AT  D O  Y O U 
G U Y S  T H I N K ? ” .  S H E  T H O U G H T  T H E 
T E A C H E R  D I D N ’ T  C A R E  A B O U T  W H AT 
S H E  T H O U G H T.  W H E N  T H E  T E A C H E R 
T O L D  H E R  T H AT  O F  C O U R S E 
S H E  W A S  I N C L U D E D ,  H E R  T E A R S 
S T O P P E D .  B U T  W H AT  W A S  T H E 
L E S S O N ?  S H E  L E A R N E D  T H AT  H E R 
O P I N I O N  A S  A  G I R L  M AT T E R E D  O N LY 
W H E N  S H E ’ S  A  G U Y.  S H E  L E A R N E D 
T H AT  M E N  A R E  T H E  N O R M .

Sherryl Kleinman - 
Why Sexist Language Matters

To build awareness and build an inclusive culture, you could set a challenge, either for yourself or as a 
team, to take note of how many times you say ‘guys’ when addressing a group.
You could set up a jar and put a gold coin in each time someone uses it in a group or tally it up on the 
team whiteboard. 

Monitor this for a week, fortnight or month and at the end of the time, discuss with your team or 
colleagues the impact the use of the phrase could have on you, your team or the broader workplace.

http://www.wga.org.au/ublr
http://uncadvocatesformdphdwomeninscience.web.unc.edu/files/2014/03/Kleinman_QualitativeSociology_2002.pdf
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LEARNING ACTIVITY 5

 Gendered Job Title Inclusive Job Title

Barman

Chairman

Cameraman

Doorman

Maintenance Man

 Gendered Job Title / Phrases Inclusive Job Title / Phrases

A gender-specific job title is a name of a job that also specifies or implies the gender of the person 
performing that job. For example, the job title stewardess implies that the person is female; the job 
title policeman implies that the person is male. A gender-neutral job title, on the other hand, is one 
that does not specify or imply gender, such as firefighter or lawyer.

Below are some examples of roles that are gender specific. See if you can come up with inclusive/
gender-neutral alternatives.

If you have any more gendered titles or phrases, include them in the table:

http://www.wga.org.au/ublr
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EFFECTS ON RECRUITMENT 
& CAREER PROGRESSION

Have you ever wondered why mostly men (or 
mostly women) are applying for your company’s 
open roles? Or have you ever looked at a job 
advertisement and felt excluded but couldn’t 
quite figure out why?

It may have to do with the language used in the 
job description and there is a high possibility that 
it is biased to one gender more than the other.

Gendered language is so subtle that many of 
us won’t notice it however it may be a deterrent 
when trying to attract a wide pool of talent. 
Words such as ‘analytical’, ‘dominant’, ‘ninja’ 
and ‘leader’ are typically associated with males 
whereas ‘collaborative’, ‘develop’, ‘encourage’ 
and ‘committed’ tend to be associated with 
females.

Iris Bohnet, a behavioural economist and 
Academic Dean of Harvard Kennedy School 
says one key way to remove gender bias from 
job adverts is to remove gendered language. 

“With a few simple word-choice changes, you 
have expanded the potential talent pool,”. Avoid 
including words in your titles like “hacker,” 
“rockstar,” “superhero,” “guru,” and “ninja,” and 
use neutral, descriptive titles like “engineer,” 
“project manager,” or “developer.”

There are many products which can be 
implemented at an organisation level to 
monitor gendered language patterns in job 
advertisements such as Textio. Australian 
software company Atlassian decided to put 
Textio’s software to the test by reworking the way 
in which it worded its job advertisements. Over 
the course of a year, the company increased 
the number of women being hired for technical 
positions by 80 per cent.

There are also free online tools that individuals 
can use to check whether a job advert has the 
kind of subtle linguistic gender-coding that has 
this discouraging effect.

http://www.wga.org.au/ublr
https://textio.com/
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Using one of organisation’s current job advertisements, analyse the language by using this free online 
tool to decode for language bias. It’s simple, all you need to do is copy and paste!

If the advertisement did contain gendered words, write them down here.

Instead of the above words you entered, write down some more neutral/inclusive language that 
would be used instead.

LEARNING ACTIVITY 6

https://www.totaljobs.com/insidejob/gender-bias-decoder/

http://www.wga.org.au/ublr
mailto:https://www.totaljobs.com/insidejob/gender-bias-decoder/%0D?subject=
https://www.totaljobs.com/insidejob/gender-bias-decoder/
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Flexible work is increasingly recognised as a 
valuable way to attract and retain employees 
across all age groups and genders. It drives 
employee engagement and productivity as well 
as boosting employee well-being and happiness. 
But flexible working is not just for office workers. 

Workplace flexibility, according to the Workplace 
Gender Equality Agency (WGEA), is where a 
business and one or more of its employees agree 
on changes to standard working arrangements to 
better accommodate employees’ commitments 
away from work. 

Flexible work options may include:
• Flexible hours of work
• Compressed working weeks
• Time-in-lieu
• Telecommuting
• Part-time work

Flexible working is not just for office workers. 
As the gaming industry is a 24/7 business with 
many employees in customer facing roles, it is 
important to be aware of the different types of 
flexible working arrangements in addition to the 
ones mentioned above. 

Examples of scheduled roles with access to 

flexibility include:
• Giving employees the ability to design their 
own rosters with remote access through rostering 
and shift-swapping applications
• Flexible start and finish times
The benefits for both individuals and businesses 
have been well established and accepted but 

the uptake has been slow. Is unconscious bias 
undermining the progress of flexible work? 

Due to internalised perceptions by society 
regarding gender roles and working flexibly can 
leads to the perpetuation of women carrying 
work-life balance challenges through access to 
flexible work, while men would like to access the 
same arrangements, but face unconscious bias 
and therefore remain inactive. 

The 2016 study by Bain & Co showed that 
approximately 60 per cent of men wanted flexible 
working and they were twice as likely as women 
to have their request knocked back. The rejection 
has a knock-on effect and discourages other 
male workers in the company from asking to 
work flexibly. 

Companies must support men to work flexibly, 
and not only support it but actively encourage it.

PA R T  1 0

FLEXIBLE WORK

http://www.wga.org.au/ublr
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Unsure of how to respond when an employee asks for flexible working hours? Check out this great 
video from champions for Change NZ. 

Video not playing? Click here

http://www.wga.org.au/ublr

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=15&v=VYXJ7pXM4DQ
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PA R T  1 1

INCREASE INCLUSION & DECREASE BIAS

Bias exists but by creating awareness and taking responsibility for your thoughts and actions can help to 
mitigate and even eliminate bias.

When you can, consider ways that you can increase inclusion and reduce the opportunity for biased 
decisions to occur. Some ideas for you to consider in alternating your work and team processes/systems 
include:

Rotating roles in team meetings so that everyone is given an opportunity to be chairperson 
and note-taker

Dedicate time in your team meeting to better understand the diversity of each team 
member – what is their background? What do they value? What is unique about them?

As a team, consider how you treat different customers and look at how you can change 
or implement processes to achieve greater equity 

As a team, consider how you best respond when a customer or colleague behaves in a 
discriminatory way

Decide on some annual diversity dates that your team would like to celebrate/acknowledge 
e.g. International Women’s Day, Workplace Gender Equality Agency’s Equal Pay Day

When solving a problem or brainstorming new ideas, seek out people with diverse 
backgrounds who will bring different thinking to the table

When organising, attending or speaking at events/conferences ensure there is a fair 
representation of female versus male speakers – if there’s not ask ‘why?’

Ensure all team members are given the opportunity to voice their views in team meetings 
– make it a meeting rule that every team member contributes and if they don’t, ask for 
their thoughts and ideas.

http://www.wga.org.au/ublr
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By making an active effort to understand and learn more about unconscious bias and inclusive leadership, 
you are increasing your ability to recognise bias in yourself and others around you. 

To continue building on your knowledge in this space, consider these actions to you could implement in 
your day to day life:

Ensure interview panels have an equal representation of males and females. In line with 
our Industry Position statement on recruitment, we believe the interview panel must have 
diverse gender representation. We encourage and support at least one person on the 
interview panel having undertaken unconscious bias training in the past 24 months.

Share your existing knowledge by coaching and mentoring others about unconscious 
bias and gender equality – become known as a gender equality champion 

Encourage your organisation to conduct regular gender pay gap audits.

Reflect on your own stories of gender bias (these may be your own experiences or 
experiences of others that you have observed) and consider how you can best 
communicate these stories

Review the gender balance within teams and if there is not at least 40% representation of 
females, ask why not?

Actively identify gender biases in your workplace and in your community and campaign 

Ensure you apply a gender lens to all performance/talent/promotion processes to make 
sure there is no gender bias at play.

Continue to keep up to date on gender-equality statistics and stories in the media

If you hold a people leadership or human resources role, you can also start to review and challenge 
the processes and systems that exist within your workplace, for example;

When recruiting for new roles, consider implementing ‘blind CVs’ where the candidate’s 
name and any reference to gender is removed.

If using a recruitment agency, ask them to provide you with a short list of candidates that
is at least 40% female. This is in line with the Women in Gaming & Hospitality Australasia 
Industry Position on recruitment Hospitality Industry Position on recruitment.

http://www.wga.org.au/ublr
https://www.wga.org.au/our-industry-position/
https://www.wga.org.au/our-industry-position/
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PA R T  1 2

ACTION AND OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR CHANGE

We all have our own unconscious biases but by taking the time to understand more about 
unconscious bias, and the role it plays in our personal and work life, you are taking responsibility to 
reduce it. Some actions you might like to implement in your day to day work lives might include:

NOTICE YOUR REACTIONS AND IDENTIFY 
YOUR BIASES
One of the most important actions you can take 
is to observe your own reactions and behaviour. 
Noticing the way that you react to things in your 
everyday life can help you to identify your biases. 

Anytime you encounter a person, news story, 
social media post, or new situation, pay attention 
to how you react to it. How did it make you feel? 

What did you do in response? This action will 
assist you to begin identifying your unconscious 
biases.

IDENTIFY GENDER BIAS IN OTHERS
Once you are aware of your own biases, you 
might start to observe other’s. Comments may 
become more apparent, such as someone 
making critical comments about a male 
colleague’s commitment to his career because he 
has taken up flexible work arrangements due to 
family care responsibilities. 

You could help address this bias by asking 
the critic whether they would make the same 
comments about a female colleague. You could 
also point out current examples that challenge 
such gender stereotypes, such as Jacinta Ardern 
(the Prime Minister of New Zealand) and her 
partner Clarke Gayford who is taking on the 
primary carer role of their baby daughter.

INCREASE OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
CONNECTIONS WITH A DIVERSE RANGE 
OF PEOPLE
If you spend all your time around people who are 
just like you, it will be harder to overcome the 
biases you have. Getting to know people who 
are different from you can be a powerful way 
to foster understanding and acceptance. Seek 
out people in your workplace who have different 
backgrounds and experiences and make an 
active effort to get to them.

Get involved with organisations in your 
community that bring diverse people together (or 
start one!)

LEARN FROM PEOPLE (AND MEDIA) WHO 
ARE OPEN-MINDED
Tolerance breeds tolerance. To better understand 
your unconscious and hidden biases, think of 
people you know who seem especially open-
minded. Spend time around them, and you’ll be 
more motivated to break down your own biases.

Surround yourself with open-minded media. This 
is especially important in our current social media 
landscape whereby our tailored news-feeds are 
filled with stories and news reports that often re-
affirm our biases.

Just like individuals, media services (television 
channels, internet sites, podcasts, radio 
stations, etc.) all have some degree of bias. 
Some promote these biases, consciously or 
unconsciously, while others have a goal of trying 
to be open-minded.

http://www.wga.org.au/ublr
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Include your three key learnings from the Unconscious Bias Resource, and three actions you will 
commit to as a result of the Unconscious Bias Resource.
We strongly encourage you to share your learnings and commitments with your manager and 
team members. 

PA R T  1 3

UNCONSCIOUS BIAS REFLECTIONS

LEARNING ACTIVITY 7

What are my 3 key learnings from undertaking the UBLR?

What are the 3 actions that I will commit to as a result of 
undertaking the UBLR?

http://www.wga.org.au/ublr
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QUIZ

1. Brain researchers estimate the human mind takes in 11 million pieces of 
information per second through our senses.

Out of those 11 million, how many pieces of information do you think our brain is 
consciously aware of each second?

2. A bias is a belief or preference for or against something. Biases are formed 
without factual basis and are outside our conscious awareness. Biases are also 
shortcuts our brain forms based on:

3. Unconscious bias can undermine our engagement, ability to innovate, and 
ability to understand our customers. This negatively impacts us as individuals and as 
a business.

When we counter bias with inclusive behaviours, we increase our ability to:

40

400

4,000

4 million

Our own experiences

Things other people tell us

Media portrayals

Institutional influences

Other external influences

All the above

Create innovative and relevant 
products and services

Excite our employees and customers

Extend our brand

All the above

http://www.wga.org.au/ublr
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5. Flexible work is increasingly recognised as a valuable way to attract and retain 
employees across all age groups and genders.

Flexible work options may include:

Flexible hours of work

Compressed working weeks

Time-in-lieu

Telecommuting

Part-time work

Giving employees the ability to design their own rosters with remote 
access through rostering and shift-swapping applications

Flexible start and finish times

All the above

4. The use of gendered language in recruitment advertisements can affect who 
applies for the role. From the below list, select the two words that are typically asso-
ciated with females:

Analytical 

Committed 

Develop

Dominant

http://www.wga.org.au/ublr
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RESOURCES

Join us in helping to create more inclusive 

workplaces. Keep the conversation going and 

get people talking about how unconscious bias 

impacts us as individuals within the workplace.

We’re created a suite of resources which you 

can download and share. Let your friends 

and colleagues know how you are learning to 

become more aware of your unconscious bias 

with #checkyourbias and encourage others to 

do the same

Images - perhaps you can include little tiles 

of the additional things like the posters, the 

banners etc and then hyperlink that whole page 

through to www.wgha.org.au/ublr 

http://www.wga.org.au/ublr
http://www.wga.org.au/ublr 
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Don’t Give Up on Unconscious Bias Training – Make It Work, Harvard Business Review (Article)

Here is how unconscious bias holds women back, Forbes

Unconscious Bias @ Work (Video Presentation), Google

Unconscious bias is keeping women out of senior roles – can we get around it? ABC (Article)

Unconscious Bias Online Training, Microsoft (eLesson)

PA R T  1 5

FURTHER READING

http://www.wga.org.au/ublr
https://hbr.org/2017/04/dont-give-up-on-unconscious-bias-training-make-it-better
https://www.forbes.com/sites/pragyaagarwaleurope/2018/12/17/here-is-how-unconscious-bias-holds-women-back/#78f2d2802d4f
https://rework.withgoogle.com/guides/unbiasing-raise-awareness/steps/watch-unconscious-bias-at-work/
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-03-08/unconscious-bias-keeps-women-out-of-senior-roles/8335246
https://www.mslearning.microsoft.com/course/72169/launch
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ABOUT
Women in Gaming & Hospitality Australasia wants to improve your future. We are an industry-

driven not for profit organisation, dedicated to empowering women and promoting gender equitable 

outcomes in the workplace. 

Established in 2017, Women in Gaming & Hospitality Australasia aims to identify and remove barriers 

for the advancement of women in the gaming, hospitality and gaming related industries. 

Women in Gaming & Hospitality Australasia encourages the development and success of women 

through education, mentorship and networking opportunities and provides tools and support for 

organisations wishing to develop or enhance their gender diversity and inclusion initiatives.

Should you require further information, collateral or speakers on unconscious bias for your venue, 

please contact us on info@wgha.org.au.

JOIN OUR COMMUNITY
Becoming part of the Women in Gaming & Hospitality Australasia community is free. We encourage 

active engagement from both women and men It is critical to ensure that men have an equal stake in 

gender equitable outcomes. 

Join out community today

CORPORATE PARTNERSHIPS
Create an industry presence by standing apart from your competition and position your company as 

an industry leader in partnership with Women in Gaming & Hospitality Australasia by 

Gender diversity and inclusion is viewed by talented individuals seeking employment as a baseline 

feature of leading organisations.

Showcase your commitment to, and support for the success of women in gaming and hospitality.

For more information on corporate partnerships, please contact

Helen Galloway

Chief Executive Officer

helen@wgha.org.au | 0476 458 229

PA R T  1 6

ABOUT WOMEN IN GAMING 
& HOSPITALITY AUSTRALASIA

mailto:info%40wga.org.au?subject=
https://www.wga.org.au/sign-up/
mailto:helen%40wga.org.au?subject=


Women in Gaming and Hospitality Australasia is an ACNC registered charity ABN 69 622 657 238 “Women in Gaming & Hospitality Australasia”. Women in 
Gaming & Hospitality Australasia believes the information in this document is correct at the time of issue, but no warranty of accuracy or reliability is given and 
no responsibility arising in any way for errors or omissions. This learning resource is aimed at building awareness about unconscious bias and gender equality 

in the workplace. 
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